
Only darkness surrounded me. In grave times such as these, while my noble and majestic 
presence was needed, the people simply could not have me. News had of course travelled   
quickly across Underland. News of Alice’s return. Of course, the aforementioned news was that  
she was the wrong Alice… But I had no reason to fear. The Frabjous day had not yet arrived. This 
was simply part of my heroic yet gruelling fate. I lay imprisoned, guarded, locked away from my 
destiny. Outside of my cage, I could hear the muffled sounds of the great beasts’ claws dragging 
against the cold, hard floor. It was such a shame that I was here, stuck with this lowly beast  
instead of heroically complying with destiny. With fate. Unfortunately, I was cursed. It was the only 
explanation for my… current condition, should I say. I own all of the power to slay, to slaughter, to 
free the people of the Red Queen’s rule, but yet I am unable to move. I must be wielded by 
another, who will claim all of my victory when my job is done. Don't they all realise that it is in fact 
me who will slay the Jabberwocky? 

- 
 
It came as a great shock when the chest that I lay encased in was abruptly opened. Nobody but 
the beast guarding me should have access to the key… 
A wave of shock passed through me as a the feeling of a cold, fleshy hand pressed against my 
body. Was I being rescued? I could only hope. The Frabjous day was forever growing closer, and I 
was the hero. Loud noises I soon identified as shouts, and the sound of walls being destroyed  
rang around us. I was pulled from my chest, and before I knew it, pointed at the closest person in 
the room. No! I cannot be used to fight anyone other than the Jabberwocky, or my magical 
properties would be simply ruined! Panic coursed through my veins. Well, not veins, exactly… You 
get it. 

“The vorpal sword can't be used to slay anything except for the Jabberwocky!” 
 
Thank goodness. Somebody here had some sense. I do not know who, but I could rest assured 
that I would not be wasted on the Red Queen’s irrelevant, puny ‘soldiers’. All was good. We would 
soon be on our way to the White Queen and my armour. 

- 
 
The Frabjous day had finally arrived. We stood together, united as one as the White Queen’s army 
stood facing the Red Queen. This was it. A roar echoed through the battlefield. I'd know that  
sound anywhere… 

The Jabberwocky had arrived. 
 
We were thrown into battle, and excitement and adrenaline took over me. I was ready to put an 
end to the horrid beast that had been terrorising Underland for decades. Alice… Seemed much 
more afraid. Anxious. Inexperienced. But it was okay, this was our fate. She was the right Alice 
now, worthy of my presence and worthy of my armour. We fought off the beast for what seemed 
like hours, until suddenly, we were on the run. Up the towers, step step step. But I did not fear. 
This had been shown in the oraculum, this was destiny. The monster reached us, and up Alice 
went, clutching me tightly in her hand. Excitement courses through me once again. It was time. 

“Off with your head!” 
 
One for dramatics, I see. I cut down through the beast’s neck, taking its hideous head straight off 
its shoulders in one clean cut. The battle around us ceases as the giant head rolls down the steps 
and comes to a halt at the bottom. My job is done here. I have listened to my fate, and finally 
bedridden Underland of that hideous  beast. 


